
6 Victory Cards
54 Building/Action Cards
6 Reference Cards
66 Total Cards

Contents

House Fish Balloon Pack 
containing:
Volume III House
Volume III Fish
Volume III Balloon
Additional Instructions Cards

This Instructional Guide:This Instructional Guide:

2-6
Players

Ages 
14+

15 Min 
Playtime

Innumerable hours of fun.*
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*Hyperbole. Hours of fun have, in rare cases, been numerable.



The year is 1971. The war remains, but the air tastes different.  There 
is life sprinkled within the darkness. Is that… hope?   No, no, it can’t be. 
The weapons are bigger now.  Foreign relations grow more hostile by 
the day. No, what your nation needs is a strong leader.  There is but one 
solution that can lead to world peace and continued prosperity... Nukes.

3)3) Be the sole survivor of nuclear Armageddon.

The first player to reach any 1 of these 3 Victory ConditionsVictory Conditions  wins:

Welcome Back!Welcome Back!

Your MissionYour Mission
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Note: This is a standalone game. No additional materials are required for play. However, it 
is the sequel to 1961, and can be combined with that game for a completely new experience!

Overview Overview (Quick Guide)(Quick Guide)
   The deck is composed of just 6 unique Building/Action cards 
which can be played in three ways:

Constructed as 
a Building.

Discarded as 
an Action.

Stacked
face down

as a Shield.

   Players will take turns drawing 1 card, and playing 1 card in any of 
the three ways. As the game progresses, players will unlock additional 
Building Abilities, which can be used during their turn.

see pg 5

see pg 6

see pg 5

1)1) Meet the requirements of their unique Victory CardVictory Card,

2)2) Create 3 Civil Reforms 
to declare World Peace, OR



Game Set-Up and StartGame Set-Up and Start
Shuffle the 6 Victory CardsVictory Cards and deal 1 to each player. Return any 
extras to the box.
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2 Player Set-Up2 Player Set-Up
   Player 2 is dealt 4 cards (instead of 3) and 
chooses 2 cards as their Victory Card’sVictory Card’s first 2 
Shields. This counteracts Player 1’s first turn 
advantage.

Everything else is the same!

Shuffle the 54 Building/Action cards (9 copies of each unique Building/
Action card). Place this, the Play Deck, in the middle of all players. 
The Discard Pile will be adjacent to the Play Deck

Note: The Victory Card is your first building. Throughout the game, players will construct a 
row of buildings in front of them, so make sure they have space (as shown on the right).

Victory Victory 
CardCard

Stacked 
Card 
(Shield)

Deal 3 cards from the Play Deck to each 
player as their starting Hands.

Each player chooses their prefered side to 
their VictoRy Card VictoRy Card and places it in front 
of them with that side face up. This choice 
is permanent.
Each player chooses 1 card from their 
starting Hand and plays it face down as 
their Victory CardVictory Card’s first Shield

Everyone plays a round of House Fish Balloon (HFB) 
to determine who goes first (see Appendix HFB). 
Depending on the number of players, this step could 
take more than one round of HFB, but no one should 
complain about having more fun.

Note: Cards are discarded face up. Whenever the Play Deck is depleted, the Discard Pile 
is shuffled and becomes the new Play Deck.

see pg 14

see pg 6

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

(As shown on the right.)»



   They may also choose to use as many Building Abilities available to 
them during their turn as they wish (including none). Great care should 
be taken deciding the specific order in which players choose to play the 1 
card from their Hand and use their Abilities during any given turn. The 
amount that can be accomplished during a single turn may dramatically 
increase depending on this order.

   A turn only ends when a player passes to the player on their left. 

   1971 is a turn-based draw and play game. Each turn, each player MUST 
draw 1 card (from the Play Deck) and play 1 card (from their Hand).
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Player Turns – BasicPlayer Turns – Basic

   Players accumulate Buildings in a row in front of them, forming their
Nation. There is no Building limit. New Buildings can be placed at either 
end of a Nation or directly between existing Buildings, but may not be 
rearranged. If destroyed, a Building card is discarded, and 
the remaining Buildings are slid together to close the gap.

1)1) complete their win condition on your personal Victory Card,Victory Card,
2)2) stack 3 Civil Reforms as Shields to declare World Peace, or
3)3) to eliminate all other players by destroying all of their Buildings.

Winning the GameWinning the Game
The first player to reach any 1 of these 3 Victory ConditionsVictory Conditions wins:

Playing CardsPlaying Cards

   1) As a new Building.
   2) As an Action.
   3) As a Shield (for a Building).

Cards can be played in three ways:

   To play an Action, 
discard it face up into 
the Discard Pile.

   To play a 
Shield, stack 
any card face 
down onto a 
Building.

NATION BUILDINGNATION BUILDING
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   Placing Shield on Buildings is called Stacking. 
Building with one or more Shields are considered 
Stacked. The last card placed on a Stack is the Top 
of the Stack.

   Buildings can be disabled. While disabled, Buildings lose all text, 
including their name. They no longer provide their Abilities and the 
Buildings themselves no longer contribute to Victory ConditionsVictory Conditions. 
Stacking may continue on top of disabled Buildings. Buildings Stacks 
cannot be disabled and always contribute to Victory ConditionsVictory Conditions.

   When Buildings are first played (or Constructed), 
they are unprotected. Cards can be played as 
Shields by stacking them face down onto Buildings, 
such that they cover the Action side of that card. 
Building names and their abilities should be visible 
at all times.

   Most Buildings provide Abilities which players 
may use during their turns. Some Buildings affect 
adjacent Buildings or enhance Actions. Building 
Abilities become available immediately after they 
are Constructed (i.e., during the same turn).

   Buildings are placed in a single row in front of each player to form 
their Nation. Orient them such that the owner can read the Building text. 
Players are eliminated when their Nation has no Buildings left.

Gameplay – Gameplay – Buildings

Gameplay –Gameplay –  Shields

   Buildings are NOT part of their own Stacks (i.e., 
they are never Top of Stack). Action cards interacting 
with CARDS only affect the Top of the Stack. 

«(as shown on the left).

(highlighted on the right).»

  Players may not look at their own Stacked 
cards unless an Action allows it.

Disabling

Abilities



Launching MissilesLaunching Missiles
   Launching missiles is 1971’s most fundamental mechanic. All new 
players must understand missiles before playing the game. Missiles 
target a single player and hit every Building in their City. Specifically, 
Missiles destroy the Top card of each Buildings’ Stack. Unprotected 
Buildings (without a Stack) are also destroyed.
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Missiles target the top card of 
each Building’s stack. Destroyed 
cards are put in the Discard 
Pile.

If a Building has 
no Stack, it is 
destroyed. This 
University would 
be destroyed.

Gameplay – Gameplay – Actions andand  Abilities

However, it’s quite possible that taking an Action/Ability
may result in undesired damage to the instigator as well!
This risk enhances the excitement of gameplay and purposefully mimics 
the “Mutually Assured Destruction” of the real Cold War.

   To play a card as an Action, discard it face up into the 
Discard Pile. 

   Building Abilities act similarly to Actions, except 
that the Building card won’t need to be discarded in 
order to activate it. 

Note: some Actions are not discarded to the discard pile. When in doubt, 
do what the card says or look it up in the “Card Breakdown” section of 
this rulebook.

Note: However, a player may need to discard one of that Building’s 
stacked cards.

  Usually, Actions/Abilities cause damage to others 
players’ Buildings and/or Shields and reduce their 
progress toward Victory Conditions.

No Shield?No Shield?

If you have no cards on your nation, you are eliminated from the game
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First PlaythroughFirst Playthrough
   If this is your first time playing, we recommend you stop reading 

now and jump right in. If a player has a question regarding the
                       specific rules of a card, each action and building is

                          extensively explained in the following pages.

   Your first game should be devoted to helping 
each other. With only 6 cards, you’ll learn them 
quickly, so jump right in!

Player Turns – AdvancedPlayer Turns – Advanced

   As play continues, players typically accumulate more Buildings. 
This increases the combination of Actions/Abilities available each turn. 
With experience, players will gain a sense of just how much one 
might accomplish during a single turn, based of their Nation and the 
frequency of cards in the Discard Pile. Recognizing when opponent(s) 
are potentially getting close to any Victory ConditionVictory Condition (e.g., within 1 or 
2 turns’ reach!) allows players to take action or form alliances before 
it’s too late!

   During their turn each player generally builds and defends their own 
Nation, and uses Actions/Abilities to benefit themselves or to hinder 
the others.

   Actions and Abilities can trigger response systems. Whenever a 
missile is launched, any additionally triggered Response Systems are 
taken one by one, until all further effects have concluded...

   If a Response System is destroyed by a missile, 
immediately launch a return missile at the player
who destroyed it. (and so on and so forth...)

    Response Systems make it entirely possible for a 
single launched missile to eliminate 2 players on the 
same turn! Much of 1971’s deception and diplomacy 
comes from this real threat of Mutually Assured Destruction. 
See “Card Breakdowns” on the following pages of this 
booklet for more info.

Response System

←

Note: nothing prevents players from adding Buildings or Shields to other players’ Nations.



Military BaseMilitary Base: Discard a card from this stack to Sabotage a card.

This card utilizes the Sabotage mechanic:

FarmFarm: If this isn’t stacked, produce a card each turn.

    The produced card may be placed face down on 
any stack of any player, even if there is a Peaceful 
Protest on the stack. Playing a card over Peaceful 
Protestdoes not disable the Peaceful Protest. It 
protects it.

   To produce a card, draw a card from the deck 
without looking at it and stack it on any building.

Cards:Cards:  Buildings

When a card is Sabotaged, its action side is played 
immediately. The player doing the Sabotaging gets to 
choose how that action is played.

Note: You may produce the same turn your Farm is played.

Note: You may use your Military Base the same turn it becomes stacked.
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   WATCH OUT!WATCH OUT! If a Response System is flipped, the Response System 
immediately fires a missile at the player who Sabotaged it.
Note: If you Sabotage your own Response System, you decide where that missile is launched 
(even at yourself).

Sabotage: Flip 1 stacked card. Play its action.

Note: When a face up Civil Reform is targeted by Sabotage, the Civil Reform is replayed 
just as any other action card would be. It may be played on any stack (including the stack 
it started on).

  Any number of cards can be discarded from a Military Base on any given 
turn. Only cards stacked on the Military Base can be discarded. Civil 
Reforms may be discarded to activate a Military Base.

   As soon as a Farm becomes stacked, it can no longer produce, even if it 
hasn’t yet produced that turn.

   You may not look at cards you produceproduce.🔧

SABOTAGE

PRODUCE

What does sabotage mean?

how many uses?



HippiesHippies: Adjacent non-Hippies buildings are disabled.

If you have HippiesHippies on your board, your 
CounterculturesCountercultures, First StrikeSFirst StrikeS, and Invades and Invades, 
are upgraded*. 

   Remember that ANY building can be constructed onto an opponent’s 
nation (though it is often a bad idea). Constructing buildings on opponents 
is the same as constructing your own, so you can slide a new Hippies 
between two existing buildings as long as you do not rearrange any 
buildings.

   All text on disabled buildings is ignored, including the 
building name. You cannot winwin the game using a disabled 
Victory Card. 
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Radar TowerRadar Tower: Adjacent Stacks cannot be targeted by Actions.

   Cards stacked as Shields on the Buildings adjacent to 
a Radar Tower cannot be targeted. 

   As with all buildings, you may slide Radar Towers between two 
buildings as you play them.

Note: Radar Towers do not protect adjacent buildings from missiles, or any effect that 
does not specifically target a card or stack.

    Note: You cannot use a disabled building as a part of a Victory 
Condition. However, you CAN use cards stacked on disabled buildings 
toward Victory Conditions (see  Raven RockRaven Rock pg.14), since cards acting as 
shields cannot be disabled in 1971.

Note: First Strike and Counterculture can only be upgraded 
once, so a single Hippies is sufficient. This is unlike Agency 
in 1961.

DISABLE

Target

    If an action/ability has no other valid target, then it cannot be played. 
If either effect must be activated (for example: if it was revealed by Sabotage), 
then the effect fizzles, and the card is discarded with no effect.

   This means that these cards are protected from any 
action/ability that specifies “cards” or “stacks”. 

 » Counterculture CANNOT move 1 stacked card...
 » Military Bases CANNOT Sabotage a card...
 » Invade CANNOT destroy a Stack...

...if the card/stack is on a building adjacent to a Radar Tower.

For Example...

helping hands

Cards:Cards:  Buildings, Cont., Cont.



UniversityUniversity: At the start of your turn, you may play the 
top card of this stack.
  Unlike other abilities, this ability MUST be used before 
any other action/ability, and before any card.

  You must play the top card of the stack. This card may be played as 
either an action or a building.(cannot be played face down)
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Interstate Highway:Interstate Highway: During your turn, cards may travel to or 
from this stack.

   To make a card travel, move the top card from its current 
stack to the top of the stack adjacent to it. Cards can only 
travel TO or FROM an Interstate Highway. 

   Cards can travel onto or off of disabled buildings, as long as the 
Interstate Highway is not the disabled building in question. As soon as 
the Interstate Highway is disabled. Travel is stopped, instantly.

   You may travel any number of cards any number of times 
in one turn, as long as the interstate highway enables 
them to do so. In fact, it is possible and can be beneficial 
to rearrange stacked cards by having them travel back and 
forth.

   Peaceful Protests can travel just as other stacked cards can.
Note: There is no limit to the number of Interstate Highways a card can travel along 
before reaching its destination.

Play

Draw a Card University(S) Other Actions/Abilities

If you do anything besides drawing a card, the university 
is disabled(see pg 9) until you pass to the next player.

                           You cannot look at any stacked cards at any point in 
the game, unless otherwise stated.
REMEMBER!REMEMBER!

Note: This is a building ability. You must still play a card from your hand after this ability.

Travel

To
 Highway

From
 Highway

Disable vs Travel

Travel times may vary

Cards:Cards:  Buildings, Cont., Cont.
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Cards:Cards:  Actions

LegislateLegislate: Produce a card onto each of your buildings.
Produce 1 card onto every building in your Nation. You 
may not opt out of producing onto specific buildings, 
nor can you decide where each card goes.

Produce

ACTions Upgraded by  Upgraded by HippiesHippies
   The following cards (Counterculture, Invasion, First Strike) are 
upgraded if you control at least one Hippies (see Hippies pg.09). They 
can still be played if you do not have one, but their effect will be less 
impactful.*

CountercultureCounterculture: Move 1 stacked card. With 
HippiesHippies, move 2 cards.

  Select one top card from a stack. Move it onto any 
other stack as the new top card.

Move

  Select one top card from a stack. Move it onto any 
other stack as the new top card. Repeat this one time 
so that two top cards have moved in total.

With hippies in your nation...

Note: this is not traveling (see pg 10)! Cards moved by counterculture do not need to 
move to an adjacent stack. 

Without hippies in your nation...

move means anywhere! if you want to move a card to or from your 
opponent, you can.

  To produce a card, draw a card from the Play Deck 
without looking at it and Stack it on a Building.

How to Produce

  This means that nobody, not even you, know what 
card you just stacked.
Remember that once you stack a card onto a farm, it can no longer 
produce cards on its own!

*Hippies do not strictly upgrade each of these cards. There are situations in which you may 
prefer the non-upgraded version of any of these. Especially First Strike (see pg.12)



InvasionInvasion: Destroy a stack. With HippiesHippies, Ignore 1 Response System.

  Select one building. Reveal every card stacked as a 
shield on this building. If it is not a Response System, 
put it in the discard pile without using its action.

discard

  Invading a Building will trigger every response 
system stacked on the building.

WIthout Hippies in your nation...

   Invading a Building will trigger almost every response system stacked 
on the building. Place the first revealed response system into the 
discard pile without launching a missile.

With hippies in your nation...

Note: Players invading their own Building Stack and triggering a response system may 
decide where these missiles are launched.

First StrikeFirst Strike: Launch 1 missile. With HippiesHippies, launch 1 
at a second target.

Note: There is nothing preventing you from launching a missile at yourself. If you reveal 
any of your own Response Systems, you may choose where each new missile is launched.

  See Missiles (pg.06).

missile
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WIthout Hippies in your nation...

With hippies in your nation...

Launch a missile at a selected player.

Launch a missile at a selected player. Next, launch a 
missile at a second, separate, player. In total, you 
should launch 2 missiles at 2 unique players*

*2 player rules (With Hippies)

In a 2-person game, you may opt-out of launching a second missile 
with HippiesHippies. Doing so would force you to missile yourself, after all!

*3+ player rules (With Hippies)

If you are playing with 3+ total players, you MUST launch a second 
missile at a second, unique player. You may not opt-out of this action 
if you have HippiesHippies in your nation.

                    There are No prerequisites for launching your first 
nuclear missile! so launch away! it might even be best to fire early, 
before the other nations build up their own nuclear arsenals.

Remember!

ACTions Upgraded by  Upgraded by HippiesHippies, cont., cont.



Civil ReformCivil Reform: Stack this face up on a building. If you 
have 3 Civil Reforms, you winwin.

Note: Civil Reforms are still a card in the stack. They can be destroyed by missiles or 
Invades, discarded, and Sabotaged.

Response SystemResponse System: If this card is Sabotaged or missiled, return a 
missile.

   Response Systems must be played as Shields, 
stacked on a building, such that they are 
indistinguishable from any other stacked card.

   As soon as you have 3 face-up Civil Reforms stacked 
on buildings in your nation, you winwin. It does not 
matter whose turn it is. As soon as a player has 3, the 
game ends immediately.

Actions not Played to the  not Played to the Discard Pile
missile

If a response system is discarded by another missile, 
sabotage, or invasion, instantly launch a missile at the 
player who discarded this response system.

Note: Remember to bluff whether a card is a response system or not! 
Much of the deception and diplomacy of 1971 comes from the threat of 
Response Systems and Mutually Assured Destruction.

how does it launch a missile?

Response systemsResponse systems launch a missilemissile, which may trigger an opponent’s 
response systemresponse system. This can easily lead to both players getting 
eliminated                ...aka Mutually Assured Destruction

  If you reveal your own Response System by missile, invasion, or sabotage, 
you may choose targets for each new missile.

Revealing your own response systems...

  When multiple Response Systems are launched at once, remember 
to resolve all of the launched missiles before using any newly revealed 
response systems. This may mean missiling an opponent several times 
and destroying their nation before launching all of theirs back at you.

when bombs are bursting through air...

peace

Civil Reforms are not played into the discard pile, and 
instead must be played face up as a Shield.

Cards Stacked on top of Peaceful Protests do not disable them, but 
rather, protect them

Note: You may NOT opt out of launching a missile when a response system is flipped.
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  Woodstock is a strong “Control” Card. it discourages 
other players from playing disabledisable effects on your 
nation. 
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Cards:Cards:  Victory CardsVictory Cards

Shuttle programShuttle program: Win the game if 5 cards are stacked on this.

5 stacked cards

   If your Victory CardVictory Card is destroyed, it is not discarded, but is removed 
from the game entirely. If you lose your Victory CardVictory Card, you are still in 
the game (unless that was your last building).

UN BUILDINGUN BUILDING: Win the game if you have 3 of the same building.

3 same building

  Build 3 of the same building to winwin the game with the UN 
Building. Remember! Hippies will disable the UN building 
if built next to it.

   Stack 5 cards as shields on the Shuttle Program to 
winwin the game. Civil Reform counts towards this victory! 

WoodstockWoodstock: Your Hippies also count toward World Peace.

Hippies = Civil Reform

   You may use Civil Reforms and Hippies in any combination 
of 3 cards to winwin the game.

Fun Fact: The Shuttle Program in 1971 is the same victory as the Moon Lander in 1961. As a 
result, it plays great with both sets!

   With 1961, your Embargoes count as Embassies.

   Shuttle Program is best used with production cards. 
you can threaten victoryvictory with only 3 cards stacked on 
this, WIth only a farmfarm, or a universityuniversity with legislatelegislate.

  UN Building simulates the embassiesembassies of 1961. if you have 
strong duplicate cardscards in your hand, it might be good 
to choose the UN building.



  Raven Rock is a great victory card for raw production 
power. It is best friends with legislateslegislates, farmsfarms, and 
any other method of building your stacksstacks.

  world’s fair helps you build wide rather than “tall.” 
just remember to build up your nation as you go, to 
prevent a single missile from wiping your board.

hollywood synergizes very well with movement cards 
such as counterculturecounterculture and highwayshighways.
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Cards:Cards:  Victory CardsVictory Cards, Cont., Cont.

HollywoodHollywood: Win the game if both adjacent buildings have 3 stacked 
cards.

Adjacent Buildings

Raven RockRaven Rock: Win the game if you have 10 stacked cards in total.

10 stacked cards

  If you have 10 cards stacked anywhere in your Nation, 
winwin the game.

   Stack 5 cards as shields on the Shuttle Program to 
winwin the game. Civil Reform counts towards this victory! 

World’s FairWorld’s Fair: Win the game if you have 5 unique Buildings.

5 unique buildings

  If you have 5 unique buildings, including the World’s 
Fair, winwin the game. (or 4 unique buildings, aside from 
this card.)

Note: Hippies count towards your victory here, but will disable any 
building next to them, making that building invalid for your victoryvictory. 
They will also disable the World’s Fair itself, if placed next to it.



Strange ScenariosStrange Scenarios

  Shuffle the discard pile into a new Play Deck 
to draw from. If there is no discard pile left to 
shuffle, and you try to draw a card from an empty 
deck, then your countries enter a financial crisis. 
In other words...

   If you are ever in disagreement about a card interraction and are 
unable to come to a consensus using this rulebook, play a game of House 
and Fish and Balloon. The winner determines the ruling.

REMEMBER HOW ACTIONS TARGET CARDS!REMEMBER HOW ACTIONS TARGET CARDS!

   Sabotage and Counterculture both interact with stacked cards. 
When interacting with single stacked cards, you may only target the 
very top card of a stack.

Note: You can target multiple cards from the same stack, but the 
card must be the top card of the stack at the time it is being targeted.
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Order Matters!

top card of the stack »

      Sabotage and Counterculture can only target 
cards stacked onto a building, not the building itself. 
Even if a building has no cards stacked on it, it still 
can not be targeted.

Can you target buildings?

NO!

If the play Deck runs out of cards...

...a missile is immediately launched at every player, starting with you. 
Yay! Now you have a discard pile to shuffle into a play deck to draw 
from! (no response systems are launched in retaliation.)

Adding Buildings/Cards to rival nations
  if you just Stacked the 4th card on your Shuttle Program then it’s 
clear you could winwin next turn. You could create another target for players 
to consider attacking instead of you by playing another player’s second 
Peaceful Protest for them!

Nuking... yourself??
  Players may choose to launch a missile at their own City and/or 
Sabotage/Invade their own Buildings. Upon triggering their own 
Response System(s), the player gets to choose the Response System
missile target. In other words, a false flag operation.

Anything Else.



Note: Note: Our Kickstarter BackersOur Kickstarter Backers
    You should take pride in backing new board game companies like 
our own! Instead of putting another drop of money into a large studio’s 
coffers, your pledge is going directly into creating 1971. And with your 
help, we can continue to make more exciting games just like it. 

   To those who backed us at no reward, to those who backed us for the 
highest rewards, you made this a reality and you should share equally in 
our pride at its completion. 

Premium BackersPremium Backers

Roger Fox &
Lorriane Heitchue

Mr. Bitcoin Gold 

Chenda C.

Don &
Diana Joye

Janie

T. Smead

Matthew Mills

The Quimpo 

Jesus Perera

David Propach &
Natasha Wasserman

Sheri Beshear

Jeff Barthe

Richard Laux

Jason Pollak

The Weissman 

Emily Kuroda &
Alberto Isaac

Andy Garrard

Ken Chhi

Dave Allen

Lord Robert of 

Scott Mohnkern

Caitlin K. &
Alex M.

Robin Scott

Nathan Villanueva

Brian

Cecilia

Alessandro Cois

Terry &
Bertha Dano

Susan

William Retorick

The Holt Family

Ben Baldanza

Michael Craddock

Rick Favro

Channy Chhi Laux

Natasha Laux

Freddy

Justin Wearne
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Thank you!



Note: Our GametestersNote: Our Gametesters
   Without our numerous gametesters, there’d be no game to begin 
with. Having never tested games ourselves before, we’re extra thankful 
for how patient and enthusiastic you were throughout the entire 
process. We look forward to bringing more games to your homes in the 
future.

Caitlin K.

Alex M.

Starmole

Maia-chan

Silvia K.

Rebecca K.

Sabrina Sayshi

Barbara

Daniel

Jonathan To

Allorius

Neari

Soapy

Paul Gullixson

Emeline Ring

Ian Overn

Brian Smith

Sylvia Lustig

Emily Kuroda

Alberto Isaac

Shaun Stennes

Chiara

Ria

Vincent

Jack

Hank Moss

Jack Eckert

Gabe Anderson

Alexandra Propach

ColeTerry

Lord Andrew

Jess Quimpo

   Too many people helped bring this project to life to list them all here. A special thanks to our 
art critics, casual gametesters, and product testers.

Kickstarter Kickstarter 
CinematicCinematic

   Our Kickstarter cinematic 
was produced and created 
by Jonathan To. Check out 
his Instagram @carjonfilms! 

Coming SoonComing Soon
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For a video explanation of the rules by the House Fish 
Balloon team, use this QR code!

Quick Reference GuideQuick Reference Guide

Play Building: in front of you (or another player).

Play Action: to the discard pile.*

Stack Card: face down onto any building.

Launch a Missile: Discard the top card of every stack of one target 
player. Any revealed Response Systems launch back at you.

Produce: Take a card from the deck and 
stack it anywhere without looking at it.

Counterculture: With HippiesHippies, move 1 extra card.

Invade: With HippiesHippies, ignore 1 Response System.

First Strike: With HippiesHippies, target a second opponent.

Cards Upgraded by Hippies:

Each turn, use a card in your hand to do 1 of the following:

Keywords:

Response System: Stack this card FACE DOWN. When it gets 
revealed, it launches a missile.
Civil Reform: Stack this face up on any Building.

Win Conditions:

SHUTTLE PROGRAM: Win the game if 5 cards are stacked on this.

Civil Reform: Win the game if you have 3 Civil Reforms.

By Elimination: Be the last player destroyed by nukes!

*Actions you don’t discard:

Travel: Move a card to an 
adjacent stack.

Sabotage: Reveal and discard any stacked 
card. Play its Action immediately.

Disable: Ignore building text 
and name.

UN BUILDING: Win the game if you have 3 of the same building.

Woodstock: Win the game if you have 3 Civil Reforms/Hippies.

hollywood: Win the game if you have 3 cards stacked on the 2 
adjacent buildings.

Raven Rock: Win the game if you have 10 stacked cards, total.

World’s Fair: Win the game if you have 5 unique buildings.

Victory CardVictory Card: Win the game if you meet your victory cardvictory card’s goal.


